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Auto Account Servicing Suite 
Account Servicing Platform & Auto Servicing Account Connect -
Configuring to the Way You Service Loans and Leases  

Fully Configurable | Real-Time Data | Decreased Servicing Costs 



Account Servicing 
Platform
 

Driving efficiencies in account servicing is 
how your business decreases operational 
costs and improves servicing staff 
performance. Sagent’s Account Servicing 
Platform offers fully configurable options, 
efficient real-time processing, scalable 
financial accounting, and comprehensive 
compliance tools.  

With intuitive, configurable options, 
Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform is 
designed to provide the core functions in a 
way that mirrors the way you service loans 
and leases.   

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform is 
comprised of 4 modules that can be 
implemented individually or in concert all 
sharing a common user interface:  

1.   Account Administration 
2.   Customer Care  
3.   Collateral Management 
4.   Default Management 

1. Account Administration 

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform imports all of 
the necessary lease or loan contract data gathered at 
origination. With real-time data processing, you can start 
servicing accounts the same day you board them with a 
system that can handle the scale of your business. 

Behind the scenes, a flexible general ledger chart of 
accounts is maintained with a comprehensive accounting 
engine. Using the internal general ledger, mapping 
portfolio balances to your corporate general ledger 
account balances in a way that’s fully configurable to 
your business, saves you the time and coding effort 
associated with traditional solutions. With real-time 
accounting, transactions are realized immediately for up-
to-date system processing and reconciliations. Configure 
fee management processes for the ability to manage a 
wide variety of fee types, with fee-on-fee functionality for 
lease accounts. 

Master the administration of your accounts and the 
accounting you do on your portfolio with Sagent’s 
Account Servicing Platform.

2. Customer Care 

During the life of a loan or lease, it is important to 
build a solid relationship with each of your borrowers. 
Sagent offers multi-channel, inbound and outbound 
customer care tools to facilitate welcome calls, borrower 
fulfillment, complaint capture, and more. Your associates 
can efficiently record, execute, and track all customer care 
activity using workflows you define through configurable 
options. Give your customer service representatives the 
tools and borrower data they need to provide top-of-
the-line service, which can lead to improved borrower 
retention.



3. Collateral Management 

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform can help you 
succeed whether you’re servicing prime or non-prime 
loans, leases, or balloon notes. The platform supports 
a wide range of vehicle collateral types, from auto, 
truck, and motorcycle leasing and financing to marine 
and recreational vehicle leasing and financing. Title 
management and lease maturity management are made 
simple within the platform’s collateral management 
feature. 

Title management is made complicated for servicers 
by multiple jurisdiction requirements. To simplify and 
streamline your title management process, Sagent’s 
Account Servicing Platform tracks and manages vehicle 
titles and lien filings by status all in plain view; allowing 
your team members to quickly identify the ones that are 
missing, require corrections, need to be transferred from 
state-to-state, or require re-issuance. Take the complexity 
out of title management today with a solution that makes 
it simple. 

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform supports you in 
your retention efforts with controls that allow for better 
lease maturity management. Sagent’s Account Servicing 
Platform allows you to track accounts with leases or 
balloons that are about to mature so your servicing team 
can present your borrower with educational services and 
retention programs designed to mitigate lessee attrition.  
 
Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform even facilitates the 
speedy liquidation of your off-lease and repossessed 
vehicle inventory. Don’t get stuck spending thousands of 
dollars in overhead fees for vehicle storage. Easy inventory 
management allows you to remarket your return vehicle 
inventory quickly and easily with a streamlined view of 
all auction activity. The platform also gives you the ability 
to receive status updates throughout the remarketing 
process until your vehicles are sold.  

updated in real-time so borrower data is always current, 
no matter when reports are run. Instant notifications are 
available through the ‘alert’ system so users are always 
aware of different loan or lease statuses.

Recover more money from end-of-term leases and 
closed-out accounts with streamlined balance and fee 
tracking. Account adjustments are immediately reflected 
on a borrower’s billing statement for greater satisfaction. 
Billing  automation  ensures that recovery is  streamlined  
and that bills go out when they’re supposed to at intervals 
you control.

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform helps you manage 
accounts in default from start to finish through better 
collections, repossession, and recovery.

With Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform, you can track 
and manage delinquent accounts by setting up specific 
rules within the workflow to provide you with insights 
that are typically difficult if not impossible to acquire 
through manual checks. Automation makes easy work 
of the routine steps involved in the collections process, 
leaving your agents free to engage with borrowers on 
more complex cases.  As work is performed, the system is

4. Default Management 

FOUR ACCOUNT SERVICING MODULES

Account Servicing Platform Benefits

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform was designed with 
the goal of providing you with real, tangible benefits 
that you can realize on day one after implementing the 
platform. 

As a direct result of iterative design and test cycles 
performed in partnership with leading industry servicers, 
you can realize the following benefits at your business:

1.   Fully Configurable 
2.   Real-Time Data Processing and Reporting 
3.   Decreased Servicing Costs and Greater Efficiency
4.   Right-Sized Implementation 
5.   Extensive Third-Party Integrations 



END-TO-END CONFIGURABILITY

1. Fully Configurable 

Instead of having to work around your 
servicing solution, have it work for you. 
Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform uses 
rules and parameters that you define for 
maximum control. 

As a solution that is completely white-
labeled, Sagent’s Account Servicing 
Platform has configurable options for 
brand consistency across multiple 
managed brands and/or portfolios. Brand 
consistency leads to increased consumer 
confidence and improved borrower 
retention. 



2. Real-Time Data Processing and Reporting 

Most servicing platforms rely on overnight batching 
which means as the day progresses their data can get 
out of synch and undermine the experience you want 
to create for your borrowers and partners. Updating 
your data only at night can lead to many problems that 
using a real-time servicing solution like Sagent’s Account 
Servicing Platform avoids. 

For instance, with the Sagent Account Servicing Platform, 
dialer queuing can be completed with greater accuracy. 
Accounts are updated in real-time with applied payments 
so that they don’t end up in delinquent call queues when 
they’re actually up-to-date.  Corrections and adjustments 
can be made and reflected in the platform in real-time, 
saving mistakes from showing up in needless calls out 
to the borrower. This is especially important given state 
limits on calling borrowers for collections. 

With Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform you can run ad 
hoc reports at any time throughout the day, as needed, 
and with accuracy; bringing efficiency to call dialer 
queues and other important processes. Get a more in-
depth, up-to-date view of your operations. 

3. Decreased Servicing Costs  
and Greater Efficiency 

Automation makes all of your processes more efficient. 
No longer do your staff members have to do data entry in 
multiple different places to ensure that an account is up-
to-date. This saves time that can be used to increase the 
efficiency of your servicing operation. 

4. Right-Sized Implementation

Sagent can offer you flexible deployment methods 
based on your IT resources and business strategies. No 
two implementations are the same. Get the right size 
implementation for your business. Sagent is your partner 
every step of the way.

5. Extensive Third-Party Integrations  

Sagent’s Account Servicing Platform supports various 
third-party integrations designed to help facilitate your 
account servicing endeavors, including such integrations 
for collateral management like AutoVIN and AiM vehicle 
inspections, AutoIMS, and OpenLane Vehicle Grounding; 
integrations for customer care like Dealertrack Payoff 
Quote, IVR Screen Pop, and includes default management 
integrations including third parties such as LexisNexis 
Bankruptcy Monitoring and Recovery Data Network 
(RDN) Repossession.
 
For a complete list of third-party integrations, contact Sagent.

Auto Servicing Account Connect 
A self-service servicing portal supporting borrowers on 
desktop and mobile devices, Auto Servicing Account 
Connect allows your borrowers to view documents and 
statements, make payments on amounts owed, manage 
the details of their loan or lease, and more.

As a comprehensive and configurable self-service portal, 
Auto Servicing Account Connect addresses your need 
to empower your borrower base, offer a streamlined 
experience, and lower your servicing costs. 



Empowering Your Borrowers 

On-demand service is now required for servicers. 
Borrowers expect it when doing business with any modern-
day company. Give your borrowers what they want with 
a self-service portal that empowers them to complete 
simple servicing functions themselves at times when 
it is convenient for them. If a borrower wants to make a 
payment on their auto loan or lease at 2am, they can with 
Auto Servicing Account Connect. 

When you empower your borrowers and cater to their 
need for on-demand service, you create a memorable 
brand experience and maintain a positive connection with 
your borrowers. 

Ability to Offer a Streamlined Experience 

Borrowers today expect a streamlined experience starting 
with their experience shopping for a vehicle through to 
their experience with a servicer. For captive servicers, 
offering a seamless, streamlined experience is especially 
important. Your brand took a long time to build and is 
the reason why your borrowers chose to do business 
with you in the first place. Don’t break with your brand 
when servicing starts. Auto Servicing Account Connect is 
configured to your brand’s existing look and feel. Use your 
logo, graphics, brand colors, and fonts without having to 
call in IT personnel or web development professionals. You 
are in control of your brand presentation for more cohesion 
across your entire business, boosting consumer confidence 
in your abilities, and improving borrower retention. 

Lower Your Servicing Costs 

When you implement a self-service portal that allows your 
borrowers to take care of their simpler servicing needs, you 
free up your representatives to deal with more complicated 
cases, improving efficiency and cutting costs. In some cases 
call center traffic can be reduced by as much as 50%. 

Automation also makes cost savings easy. Outbound efforts 
and marketing outreach costs are significantly reduced 
through automated push notifications while follow-up 
actions are handled through configurable, rules-based 
options. 

The ability for borrowers to view their billing statements 
and balances online reduces the need for print and invoice 
mailing. 

A COMPREHENSIVE, CONFIGURABLE 
SELF-SERVICE PORTAL

About Sagent Lending Technologies

Newly independent and inspired by a vision of where lending technology 
is going, Sagent Lending Technologies brings an entrepreneurial energy to 
clients that’s grounded by industry-leading credibility. 
 
Today, we proudly carry forward a history rich in commitment to our 
clients and extensive experience within the auto lending space. Sagent 
values stronger partnerships, a sharper focus, and the ability to move 
swiftly and grow wisely.
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